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Part 1: 

Pre-genome Era



Sickle Cell Anaemia
• Sickle-cell anaemia (SCA) is an abnormality in the 

oxygen-carrying protein haemoglobin 
(hemoglobin S) found in red blood cells. First 
modern clinical description in 1910s

• The genetic basis of sickle cell disease is an 
A-to-T transversion in the sixth codon of 
the HBB gene.

• The mutation was actually found in the protein 
sequence first in the 1950s! Occurs when a 
person inherits two abnormal copies of the 
haemoglobin gene, one from each parent. 
Interestingly, heterozygous patients also incur a 
resistance to malaria infection, contributing to its 
prevalence in Africa where malaria infections 
remain a major disease

OMIM: SICKLE CELL ANEMIA
https://www.omim.org/entry/603903



Huntington’s Disease

Gusella et al (1983) Nature. doi:10.1038/306234a0
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Human disease genes
Jimenez-Sanchez, G., Childs, B. & Valle, D. (2001) Nature 409, 853–855 



Part 2: 

Post-genome
Inherited Dieases



Genome-wide association studies for common diseases and complex traits
Hirschhorn and Daly (2005) Nature Review Genetics

“Genome-wide linkage analysis has also been carried out for many common diseases 
and quantitative traits, for which the aforementioned characteristics of Mendelian 
diseases might not apply. In some cases, genomic regions that show significant 
linkage to the disease have been identified, leading to the discovery of variants that 
contribute to susceptibility to diseases such as inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), 
schizophrenia and type 1 diabetes. 

However, for most common diseases, linkage analysis has achieved only limited 
success, and the genes discovered usually explain only a small fraction of the overall 
heritability of the disease.”



Genome-wide association studies for common diseases and complex traits
Hirschhorn and Daly (2005) Nature Review Genetics

Old Approaches:
Candidate Genes, Pedigrees, Marker analysis New 

Approach
Future



Genome Wide Association (GWAS)

Are these significant 
differences in frequencies?



Pearson�s Chi-squared test

Cases/hasG expected: 4000 * (4780/10000) = 1912 expected
Cases/hasG squared deviation: (2103 – 1912)2 / 1912 = 19.28 deviation

The chi-square statistic is 19.28+17.66+12.85+11.77 = 61.56. The p-value is 5e-15



Genome Wide Association (GWAS)

Chi-squared or 
similar test



Genome Wide Association (GWAS)

Chi-squared or 
similar test

With a (much) larger 
population, this might 

be a significant 
difference in rate:
25320/60000 => 

p = 5e-7



The curse of multiple testing
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The curse of multiple testing



Manhattan Plot

Four Novel Loci (19q13, 6q24, 12q24, and 5q14) Influence the Microcirculation In Vivo
Ikram et al (2010) PLOS Genetics. doi:  10.1371/journal.pgen.1001184



Manhattan Plot

Four Novel Loci (19q13, 6q24, 12q24, and 5q14) Influence the Microcirculation In Vivo
Ikram et al (2010) PLOS Genetics. doi:  10.1371/journal.pgen.1001184

Genome-wide significance: 5e-8

Marker significance: 1e-5 Significant loci



Regional Association Plot



Regional Association Plot

Why does it look like this?
Which is causal?



First published GWAS



First published GWAS



GWAS Catalog

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas/diagram

As of 2018-04-10, the GWAS Catalog contains 3,349 publications
and 59,967 unique SNP-trait associations.



ClinVar

• ClinVar is a freely 
accessible, public 
archive of reports of 
the relationships 
among human 
variations and 
phenotypes, with 
supporting evidence

• Currently has 295k 
mutations

• Most (179k) variants 
have uncertain affect, 
only 23 have “4 
stars” of signifance



OMIM

• For many different 
diseases and 
phenotypes, lists what 
are all of the known 
genetic associations

• Has records for nearly 
all genes, ˜5k different 
conditions with 
known molecular 
basis, ˜1k with 
unknown basis, ˜1k 
with questionable 
basis

• Started at JHU 50 
years ago J



Nature 511, 421–427 (24 July 2014) doi:10.1038/nature13595
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Nature 511, 421–427 (24 July 2014) doi:10.1038/nature13595

rs115329265: A -> G substitution
86.4% of cases!



Nature 511, 421–427 (24 July 2014) doi:10.1038/nature13595

rs115329265: A -> G substitution
86.4% of cases!
But 85.0% of controls!?! 
:-(



Nature 511, 421–427 (24 July 2014) doi:10.1038/nature13595

Compared to the brains of healthy individuals, those of people with 
schizophrenia have higher expression of a gene called C4, according to a 
paper published in Nature today (January 27). The gene encodes an immune 
protein that moonlights in the brain as an eradicator of unwanted neural 
connections (synapses). The findings, which suggest increased synaptic 
pruning is a feature of the disease, are a direct extension of genome-wide 
association studies (GWASs) that pointed to the major histocompatibility 
(MHC) locus as a key region associated with schizophrenia risk.
“The MHC [locus] is the first and the strongest genetic association for 
schizophrenia, but many people have said this finding is not useful,” said 
psychiatric geneticist Patrick Sullivan of the University of North Carolina 
School of Medicine who was not involved in the study.

-Ruth Williams, The Scientist



GWAS In Crisis

Non-Replication and Inconsistency in the Genome-Wide Association Setting
Ioannidis (2007) Hum Hered 2007;64:203–213 https://doi.org/10.1159/000103512



Missing Heritability
“Three groups of researchers scoured 
the genomes of huge populations 
(>30,000 people) for genetic variants 
associated with the height differences. 
More than 40 turned up. But there was 
a problem: the variants had tiny 
effects. Altogether, they accounted for 
little more than 5% of height’s 
heritability”

- Rare, moderately penetrant or 
common, weakly penetrant variants?

- CNVs and SVs?

- Epistasis (multiple genes working 
together)?

- Epigenetic effects, especially in 
utero?



Penetrance & Allele Frequency

Penetrance: The proportion of individuals with a specific genotype who manifest the 
genotype at the phenotypic level.



Omnigenics

An Expanded View of Complex Traits: From Polygenic to Omnigenic
Boyle, Li, Pritchard (2017) Cell. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2017.05.038 

A central goal of genetics is to understand the links between genetic variation and disease. Intuitively, one 
might expect disease-causing variants to cluster into key pathways that drive disease etiology. But for 
complex traits, association signals tend to be spread across most of the genome—including near many 
genes without an obvious connection to disease. We propose that gene regulatory networks are 
sufficiently interconnected such that all genes expressed in disease-relevant cells are liable to 
affect the functions of core disease-related genes and that most heritability can be explained by 
effects on genes outside core pathways. We refer to this hypothesis as an “omnigenic” model.



Epigenetic Factors

The Key Role of Epigenetics in Human Disease Prevention and Mitigation
Feinberg (2018) NEJM. doi: 10.1056/NEJMra1402513



Needles in stacks of needles

Needles in stacks of needles: finding disease-causal variants in a wealth of genomic data
Cooper & Shendure (2011) Nature Reviews Genetics.



Genome Research. 2001 May;11(5):863-74.

SIFT Key Idea: Substituting one amino acid for another with another with very 
similar biochemical properties is probably less significant that a more dissimilar 
substitution. Learn those similarities by comparing orthologs across species



Genome Research 2011. doi:10.1101/gr.123158.111

VAAST Key Idea: Evaluate amino acid substitutions in evolution AND allele 
frequencies in 1000 genomes project



Nature Genetics 46, 310–315 (2014) doi:10.1038/ng.2892

CADD Key Idea: Evaluate amino acid substitutions AND allele frequencies in 
1000 genomes project AND ENCODE regions AND … (63 annotations total :)



Nature Genetics 47, 276–283 (2015) doi:10.1038/ng.3196

fitCons Key Idea: Evaluate amino acid substitutions AND allele frequencies in 
1000 genomes project AND aggregate by ENCODE regions



Am J Hum Genet. 2011 Aug 12;89(2):345. doi: 10.1016/j.ajhg.2011.05.017





Genetic Basis of Autism Spectrum Disorders

Complex disorders of brain development
•Characterized by difficulties in social interaction, verbal 
and nonverbal communication and repetitive behaviors. 
•Have their roots in very early brain development, and 
the most obvious signs of autism and symptoms of 
autism tend to emerge between 2 and 3 years of age. 

U.S. CDC identify around 1 in 68 American children 
as on the autism spectrum
•Ten-fold increase in prevalence in 40 years, only partly 
explained by improved diagnosis and awareness. 
•Studies also show that autism is four to five times more 
common among boys than girls. 
•Specific causes remain elusive

What is Autism?
http://www.autismspeaks.org/what-autism



Autism is NOT caused by vaccines



Autism is NOT caused by vaccines



Autism is NOT caused by antidepressants







Unified Model of Autism
Sporadic Autism

Familial Autism

Sporadic mutation

Fails to procreate

Legend

A unified genetic theory for sporadic and inherited autism
Zhao et al. (2007) PNAS. 104(31)12831-12836.

De novo mutations of high penetrance 
contributes to autism, especially in low risk 

families with no history of autism.



De novo mutation discovery and validation

Concept: Identify mutations not present 
in parents.

Challenge: Sequencing errors in the child 
or low coverage in parents 
lead to false positive de novos

Reference:  ...TCAAATCCTTTTAATAAAGAAGAGCTGACA...

Father: ...TCAAATCCTTTTAATAAAGAAGAGCTGACA...
Mother: ...TCAAATCCTTTTAATAAAGAAGAGCTGACA...
Sibling:  ...TCAAATCCTTTTAATAAAGAAGAGCTGACA...
Proband(1): ...TCAAATCCTTTTAATAAAGAAGAGCTGACA...
Proband(2): ...TCAAATCCTTTTAAT****AAGAGCTGACA...

4bp heterozygous deletion at chr15:93524061 CHD2

P S

FM



• In 2,500 family quads we see significant enrichment in de novo 
likely gene disruptions (LGDs) in the autistic children
– Overall rate of de novo mutations basically 1:1
– 2:1 enrichment in frameshift indels, nonsense mutations
– Contributed dozens of new autism candidate genes, highly 

enriched for neuron development or chromatin modifiers

De novo Genetics of Autism

The contribution of de novo coding mutations to autism spectrum disorder
Iossifov et al (2014) Nature. doi:10.1038/nature13908



The discovery of integrated gene networks for autismand related disorders 
Hormozdiari et al (2015) Genome Research



The contribution of de novo coding mutations to autism spectrum disorder
Iossifov et al (2014) Nature. doi:10.1038/nature13908

De novo Mutations in Men



The age of fathers in the USA is rising: an analysis of 168 867 480 births from 1972 to 2015 
Khandwala et al (2017) Human Reproduction. https://doi.org/10.1093/humrep/dex267

Age of Fatherhood


